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the days when 
4 Pirates ruled the 
waves, no ship was safe! 

Wicked pirates would attack them, 
murdering the sailors and 

stealing the loot, 
‘Two of the most famous pirates are 
‘Captain Hook and Long John Silver. 

Captain Hook got his name after loging an arm 
to Peter Pan and the crocodile. He had‘a hook 
instead of a right hand and was afraid of nothing - 
except the sight of his own blood! 
Long John Silver was a cruel, clever, villain - 
and one of the scariest pirates you would ever 
come across! 
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Today, its Captain Roger from 
the LEGO SYSTEM Pirates range 
whom we must beware of. He sails the seas in his 
ship The Marauder (6289), looting treasure to 
stash away on Shipwreck Island (6296). 
Pirates were famous adventurers of the seas. 
Imagine you're on a great'adventure, transported 
to forgotten jungles. 
This is exactly what happens to Alan Parish 
when he finds himself lost in the jungles 
of Jumanji. 
Find out what happens when you ay = He BIN wip enter Competition 2. LAN 
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% As a first prize winner, you'll get one of “Ss 

LEGO SYSTEM Pirates Indigo 
. i Chief's Throne (6236). 

Plus there are 2D 

of videos of the film 
JUMANSI 

cond prizes 

2© Runners-up will each win LEGO 
Pirates Accessories (5122). 

Just answer this question: 

What is the name of evil 
Captain Roger’s ship? 

Pome are comp (2.3 40 or 5) 
The LEGO Club, LEGO UK Lid., 
Wrexham LLi3 7T@ 

{oth Dosomber, 1906 

Remember to include your 
name, age, membership 
number and the number of 
tha enmnetition vou ara entarina. 

ight or robbing the city banks! 

There have been lots of famous outlaws, including Jesse James, 
Buffalo Bill, Wyatt Earp and Annie Oakley. They mastermit 
many bank, train and stagecoach robberies. 

Billy the Kid was infamous as a bandit and gunfighter from the 
age of 12. He escaped jail but was finally shot down by 
sheriff Pat Garrett. If you could inact | bring one of your 

i i hoose? That's what 
happens in the film Indian in the Cupboard. 

At first, cool kid Omri cannot 
believe his toy Indian, Little Bear, 

— isali . But then together they 
embark on an amazing 

Sage adventure that neither will 
aN - ever forget! 
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lagon 
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, Coronation 
therfield and 

Byker Grove 
The LEGO SYS1 je is just like any 

one of these towns, with police, Se and ambulance 
crews rushing off to emergencies. 

Aeroplanes and helicopters fly overhead and roads are busy 
with cars, trucks, buses and pedestrians. 

r has its own town too - in Miniland there are 
rking 

models of bridges, trains, 
boats and more. Why not see 69) 
them for yourself! 

The film, The Little 

friends - where mischief, mayhem and 
_a few tricks are the number one priority. 

The most famous 

time traveller of all 
time has to be the Time 

Lord, Doctor Who. 

Since the Doctor left his home planet 

‘A Time Lord can change his physical 
appearance up to 135 times and so far Doctor 

Who has taken on & different identities! 

But he has never tr 
and his most famous companion 
was the metal dog, K-9, 

time and space, in the LEGO SYSTEM 
Time Cruiser ‘Navigator 2025’ (6492). 

Ereol) 
econd 5 ofa 

Dr Who video. novel aaa fact file 

}) PLUS: 15 runners-up will each get a 
) LEGO Key Ring. 

Just a 
Name the famous doctor in 
the LEGO SYSTEM 
Time Cruisers range. 
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Ve 4 START YOUR REMEMB =A, N q Qi » before I came to the Sharks 1 played for Hawall Pacific CHRISTMAS To pul’ “ University and Brother Ghent, but neither of them are as cool as the - 

SHOPPING Peta a B'N'P: Huggy, you're real tall. Does it make you a better player? tS 4 . pet 2.AUE: Wel, I'm 6 ft 7” tall, but I'm not the tallest on the team.Thal’s — my mate Mark Harvey, who's 6 ff 9”. But Dean Hames is only 5 ff 10” Om | g ‘s so you don’t have to be tall te play basketball. But in my case it sure NPR'S 

big feet, they are a size 16!!! 
# Well Huggy, do you have any 1> 
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BNP: so the secret is practise? 
2M: tt sure ist 
SNP: What are the Sharks’ plans for the future? ~ 

Re @ 2A: welt, we've just won a couple of pre-season: 
tournaments, so we're hoping fo win some more Ups 
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Then build it using pleces from your \ 
LE60 collection. : Fs our ideas too 

a : Remember not to make y 
Be as wacky as you like. Go on - hard or you won't be able to build them 
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